Triazolam as a discriminative stimulus in humans.
Seven healthy normal male and female volunteers (19-42 years) were trained to discriminate between the benzodiazepine triazolam (0.32 mg/70 kg; e.g. drug A) and placebo (e.g. drug B). During the first four daily sessions, drug A and drug B were administered orally in capsules 60 min prior to the session on alternate days and subjects were informed of the drug label at the time of drug administration. Subsequently, drug A and drug B were administered in a randomized-block fashion and subjects identified the drug code they thought they received. Subjects were informed of the drug code post-session. Once the criterion for discrimination was met (i.e. correct drug code identification on four consecutive sessions), the dose-effect curve for triazolam (0.1-0.75 mg/70 kg) was determined. The discrimination was acquired in all subjects; triazolam (0.32 mg/70 kg) and placebo produced approximately 85-95% correct responding. During the dose-effect curve determination, triazolam produced dose-related increases in triazolam-appropriate responding and self-reported sedation and drug strength. These results indicate that a triazolam-placebo discrimination can be acquired and that the triazolam discriminative stimulus effect is related to dose and to self-reported sedation.